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I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the comprehensive plan of the Prince William County 
Planning Commission. The Mercatus Center at George Mason University is dedicated to bridging 
the gap between academic ideas and real-world problems and to advancing knowledge about the 
likely consequences of proposed regulation for private markets. Accordingly, this comment 
represents the views of no particular party or interest group. 

The housing chapter of the draft of the comprehensive plan (dated January 25, 2022) 
contains a laudable and balanced overall vision for the county’s housing market. In particular, it 
recognizes the importance of accessory dwelling units to the diversification and attainability of the 
county’s housing stock. However, the plan hedges in its support for accessory dwellings, and 
experience has shown that even moderate-sounding government restrictions of accessory 
dwellings effectively stifle them. 
 
THE BEST TIME TO PLAN 
An emerging scholarly consensus around planning, zoning, and housing is that people are most 
welcoming and open-minded about new and affordable housing during a broad planning process, 
and they are most hostile in case-by-case implementation.1 It has proven surprisingly easy to 
rezone entire cities, as in the case of Minneapolis,2 where rezoning a single block would have 
provoked vigorous local opposition. Piecemeal planning, which is the norm in many US locales 
unfortunately, is perceived as unfair by residents and rewards the loudest and best connected. 

Although a comprehensive plan is not the place to spell out the narrowest details of a policy, 
it is an appropriate place to make specific policy commitments, such as committing to allowing 
accessory dwellings in all detached single-family homes or allowing garage conversions. The 

 
1. Katherine Levine Einstein, David M. Glick, and Maxwell Palmer, Neighborhood Defenders: Participatory Politics and America’s 
Housing Crisis (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2020). 
2. Richard D. Kahlenberg, “How Minneapolis Ended Single-Family Zoning,” Century Foundation, October 24, 2019. 
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current draft language, which hedges with “where feasible” and commits only to “support” 
accessory dwelling construction, is at best a half step.3 

For accessory dwellings and other forms of housing, I encourage Prince William County to 
use the comprehensive planning process to form complete, specific plans for the zoning 
amendments, mapping changes, and other policy changes that will be necessary to implement the 
county’s laudable vision. 
 
THE VALUE OF ACCESSORY DWELLINGS 
Accessory dwellings are rarely a major source of housing, but they support other sectors by 
creating flexibility at the edge of the housing market, easing booms and busts. For homeowners, 
they are on-site real estate investments that can be rented out during some seasons of life and used 
for one’s own purposes—a home office, for instance—during others. In pricey Vancouver, British 
Columbia, accessory dwellings are so crucial to enabling homeownership that they are commonly 
called “mortgage helpers.”4 

For renters, accessory dwellings are often the only source of small rental housing available in 
neighborhoods that otherwise offer only full-size houses. On a per-square-foot basis, accessory 
dwellings may be a bit less expensive than apartments.5 And some renters, especially friends and 
family members, arrange to pay below-market rent in exchange for performing household chores. 
 
GETTING THE DETAILS RIGHT 
As the county considers its accessory dwelling policy, it can be guided by best practices in other 
communities around the country. Please see the attached policy brief that I coauthored, 
“Ordinances at Work: Seven Communities That Welcome Accessory Dwelling Units.” My coauthor 
and I emphasize that to be successful at generating even a small number of accessory dwellings, 
ordinances need to be quite permissive. 
 
ATTACHMENT 
“Ordinances at Work: Seven Communities That Welcome Accessory Dwelling Units” (Mercatus 
Policy Brief) 

 
3. Prince William County, Housing, January 25, 2022, 4, https://www.pwcva.gov/assets/2022-01/Planning_Housing_Draft 
_2022_0125.pdf. 
4. Caitlin Wood, “What Is a Mortgage Helper and How Can It Help Me Afford a House?,” Loans Canada, last updated February 
16, 2021, https://loanscanada.ca/mortgage/what-is-a-mortgage-helper-and-how-can-it-help-me-afford-a-house/. 
5. Northwest Economic Research Center and Institute for Sustainable Solutions, “The Portland ADU Market: Conditions, Costs, 
Drivers, Incentives” (Northwest Economic Research Center Publications and Reports no. 42, Northwest Economic Research 
Center, Portland, OR, May 2019). 

https://www.pwcva.gov/assets/2022-01/Planning_Housing_Draft_2022_0125.pdf
https://www.pwcva.gov/assets/2022-01/Planning_Housing_Draft_2022_0125.pdf
https://loanscanada.ca/mortgage/what-is-a-mortgage-helper-and-how-can-it-help-me-afford-a-house/
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Many cities want to encourage the creation of accessory dwelling units (ADUs), which are small, 
secondary residences beside or within a principal dwelling. Depending on region and style, these 
units can be called carriage houses, FROGs,1 pocket cottages, mortgage helpers, casitas, granny 
pods, garden apartments, trailers, English basements, and in-law suites, among other things.

A community’s success in creating ADUs depends on many factors, including local builders’ expe-
rience, the size and layout of existing housing, and rental demand.

One necessary ingredient is an ADU ordinance that aligns with the local government’s goal of 
creating ADUs. This policy brief describes seven excellent real-world ADU ordinances that other 
governments can adapt. The model ordinances are from cities (and one county) with differing 
development styles, wealth levels, and state regulatory environments. Although we looked all over 
the country, figure 1 (page 3) shows a clear pattern: West Coast communities and southern college 
towns are the leaders in ADU ordinances.2

WHAT MAKES A SUCCESSFUL ADU ORDINANCE?
The proof of the pudding is in the eating, and the proof of an ADU ordinance is in the permits. All 
else being equal, fewer restrictions result in more permits. Of course, some aspects of an ordinance 
are more important than others. In table 1, we highlight attributes of ADU ordinances that practi-
tioners and researchers have identified as the most important.3 The best ordinances are those for 
which the following questions can be answered with a yes:

3434 Washington Blvd., 4th Floor, Arlington, VA, 22201 • 703-993-4930 • www.mercatus.org
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• Are new-construction, detached ADUs allowed on lots of any size? Many ADUs are built
from the ground up or manufactured off-site. Although interior ADUs, such as basement
apartments, are common in some places, most existing houses do not have the space or
layout for an interior ADU. Some cities allow only interior or attached ADUs or require
large lots for detached ADUs, which limits how many can be built.

• Are separate rentals allowed? What about short-term rentals? None of our model cities
require owner occupancy in order to rent the ADU and principal residence. The two units 
can be rented to distinct households. And in some of our model cities, short-term rentals
are allowed, at least when there is an owner-occupant in the principal unit. ADU expert
Kol Peterson argues that an owner occupancy requirement for long-term rentals is the
greatest “poison pill” to ADU construction because it reduces the appraisal and resale
value of an ADU.4 Without the ability to finance construction costs and predictably recoup 
those costs at sale, few will build an ADU.

• Is parking market-based? Unlike many jurisdictions, our model cities largely allow home-
owners to provide as much or as little parking as they choose. Parking spaces are costly and, 
in some cases, nearly impossible given the geometry of the lot. Existing garages are often
candidates for ADU conversion. Homeowners, not regulators, are in a good position to
judge their own parking needs. If street parking becomes scarce in certain neighborhoods, 
cities can manage demand by using parking permits, meters, or time-limited parking.

Table 1 shows that the excellent AARP model local ordinance recommends a permissive stance on 
all these key dimensions. In addition to providing suggested text, the AARP publication explains 
the tradeoffs and concerns associated with each topic.5

Table 1. Key Attributes of Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) Ordinances
DETACHED ADU 

ALLOWED ON A LOT 
OF ANY SIZE?

SEPARATE RENTALS 
ALLOWED?

SHORT-TERM RENTALS 
ALLOWED?

MARKET-BASED 
PARKING?

Durham, NC yes yes yes yes

Fayetteville, AR yes yes no yes*

Gainesville, FL yes yes yes yes

Humboldt County, CA yes yes
no, owing to state 

law
rarely

Los Angeles, CA yes yes
no, owing to state 

law
in some cases

Somerville, MA
yes, except narrow 

lots
yes mostly no yes

Vancouver, BC no yes
yes, if owner-

occupied
in most cases

AARP model ordinance yes yes yes yes
* Parking is market-based for ADUs up to 800 square feet.
Sources: Local ordinances; AARP, Accessory Dwelling Units Model State Act and Local Ordinance, 2021.
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There are many other attributes of ADU codes, including permit costs, uncertainty, and building 
codes that can effectively thwart new ADUs. For example, Austin, Texas, requires a rental ADU to 
have its own water meter and often to upgrade the tap line—and the cost of that reportedly runs 
to $25,000 there.6

One type of ADU restriction that does not appear to be especially important is size. In Vancouver, 
detached “laneway homes” are limited to 644 square feet on a typical, 33-foot-wide lot, but that 
has not prevented rapid construction. However, context matters. The same limit would be suffo-
cating if it were applied to Vancouver’s interior “secondary suites,” which often occupy an entire 
floor of a house.

When drafting an ADU ordinance, city staff should select a representative sample of real land 
parcels and collaborate with local builders to mock up a variety of ADU plans for each one 
using models common in similar cities.7 Then they should check the plans against the appli-
cable lot coverage, setback, floor area ratio, height, and utility rules. If most of the mock plans 
violate one or more regulations, the ADU ordinance is unlikely to be effective as drafted: it 
needs more work.

DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA
Durham, the home of Duke University and North Carolina Central University, takes a hands-off 
approach to ADUs. The city notes that there is no reliable count of the number of ADUs in its juris-
diction, though it does report that 253 detached ADUs are included in the tax roll.8 That number 
suggests that there is one detached ADU for every 490 single-family homes. Depending on how 
much of the ADU iceberg is invisible, there may be far more.

Figure 1. Seven Communities with Accessory Dwelling Unit Ordinances Worth Imitating

Vancouver

Humboldt County

Los Angeles Fayetteville

Gainesville

Durham

Somerville
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Durham has no owner-occupancy requirement, thanks to state case law,9 and the city removed a 
minimum parking requirement for ADUs in 2017.10

The city’s ADU ordinance is a model of brevity, with fewer than 500 words. It gives the dimen-
sional limits for ADUs, but it also clarifies several freedoms, including “no additional parking is 
required” and “no special use permit is required.”11

FAYETTEVILLE, ARKANSAS, AND GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA
Two other southern college towns—sites of the University of Arkansas and the University of Florida—
recently amended their zoning codes to welcome ADUs.

Fayetteville allows the most ADU square footage of any of our model cities, which makes sense 
given the large lots and low densities in much of the city. Not only does Fayetteville allow ADUs 
to be up to 1,200 square feet, it also allows two ADUs per lot—one internal, one external. ADUs 
above 800 square feet require additional parking. The city is in the process of writing short-term 
rental regulations; such rentals have been technically illegal but tolerated.12

Gainesville’s ordinance, like Fayetteville’s, allows up to two ADUs per lot, although it caps the 
size at 850 square feet. Its 2020 reform is notable for what was struck from the code. Not only did 
the city drop parking and owner-occupancy requirements, but also it removed subjective style 
standards that required the ADU to be “consistent and compatible” with the principal dwelling.13 
Gainesville also upgraded ADUs from “requires a special use permit” to “permitted by right” sta-
tus in all residential zones.

Cities looking to welcome ADUs would do well to follow Fayetteville’s and Gainesville’s examples, 
not only in what code to add but in what to remove.

HUMBOLDT COUNTY AND LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
After a flurry of statewide laws promoting ADU development, every California jurisdiction now 
has rules friendly to ADUs. So the same basic rules apply in Humboldt County’s secluded valleys 
and on the boulevards of Los Angeles. However, the different contexts mean that ADUs are built 
differently and each jurisdiction focuses on local needs.

Humboldt County welcomes ADUs in all forms: moveable tiny houses, park model RVs,14 and HUD 
Code manufactured homes,15 in addition to the usual site-built and prefab options. Moveable tiny 
houses and park model RVs, which are also permitted in Los Angeles, are required to follow the 
safety standards for RVs rather than the building code. Both localities impose design regulations 
that are unnecessarily strict and rule out some custom-built tiny homes, but the regulatory frame-
work provides clarity and flexibility.16
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While Humboldt County’s approach is a natural model for other rural counties and small towns, 
Los Angeles shows how an ADU market can mature when it reaches critical mass.

In Los Angeles, ADUs are often former garages (see figure 2), taking advantage of the city’s most 
abundant form of underused space. In other cities, most garages prove to be uninhabitable.17 The 
dry Los Angeles climate may allow garages to avoid the mildew and decay that occur elsewhere.

At least a dozen Los Angeles–area contractors now specialize in garage conversion. With specializa-
tion and experience come competence and savings, further boosting demand for ADU construction.

Under California law, ADUs face no owner-occupancy restriction or minimum lot size require-
ment, and cities do not require additional parking under certain circumstances, such as if the 
property is within a half mile of a bus stop. In addition to a full-size ADU, each homeowner can 
also provide a “junior ADU,” an interior or attached space of up to 500 square feet that may share 
sanitation facilities with the main unit. Unfortunately, state law bars short-term rentals in ADUs.

Los Angeles goes beyond state law by allowing detached ADUs to be up to 1,200 square feet and 
two stories tall.18

SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
The smallest (and densest) municipality in Massachusetts made headlines in 2016 when it 
announced that only 22 buildings in its residential zones were compliant with the zoning.19 The 

Figure 2. A Converted Garage in Los Angeles

Source: Pearl Remodeling, Reseda, CA. Used with permission.
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finding helped unite the city behind a wholesale rezon-
ing, and it adopted a form-based code that brought the 
law into conformity with the built environment.20 Unlike 
traditional zoning codes, form-based codes define each 
district around physical characteristics such as height 
and frontage style.

Somerville’s reform erased the distinction between 
“accessory” and “principal” dwellings by allowing up 
to three dwelling units in all types of residences. Figure 
3 shows different configurations allowed in a detached 
house, including basement apartments that would be 
considered ADUs in many other cities.

The form-based code also makes provision for “back-
yard cottages,” which can have up to 576 square feet on 
the ground floor and a half-story loft. On lots without 
fire truck access via driveway, street, or alley, a back-
yard cottage is required to have a sprinkler system. The 
narrowest lots—below 32 or 34 feet—cannot have back-
yard cottages.

Somerville’s treatment of unit counts and backyard cot-
tages is much clearer than that of some well-known 
form-based codes, such as the code of Buffalo, New 
York.21 Somerville also avoids the common form-based 
code pitfalls of micromanaging appearance and having distinct requirements for many small dis-
tricts. There is one potential source of confusion, though: Somerville uses “ADU” as an abbrevia-
tion for “affordable dwelling unit,” an unrelated concept.

Cities with form-based codes can benefit from adopting Somerville’s approach.

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA
Canada’s west coast city is the unrivaled ADU capital of North America because citizens took mat-
ters into their own hands. Like New York lofts,22 early Vancouver “secondary suites” were illegally 
tucked into existing buildings.23

Starting in the 1960s, local builders capitalized on the trend by designing homes—now known as 
“Vancouver Specials”—specifically to accommodate large, unpermitted basement apartments.24

Figure 3. Allowable Detached 
House Configurations, Somerville, 
Massachusetts
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Sightline Institute founder Alan Durning chronicled the city’s gradual acceptance of second-
ary suites. In early community meetings, “[neighbors] raised all the objections still rehearsed 
whenever renters appear in single-family zones: parking, noise, ‘loss of character,’ crowding 
and safety.”25 Kol Peterson notes that the city had no choice but to accept the reality of wide-
spread secondary suites; otherwise “tens of thousands of residents would [have been] without 
housing.”26 One step at a time, the city moved toward selective tolerance, then broad acceptance, 
and finally encouragement.

Today, even a condo in a high-rise can legally have an ADU, provided that it has a separate door. 
Secondary suites comprise the vast majority of Vancouver’s nearly 30,000 ADUs.27

However, detached “laneway homes” such as those in figure 4 are more visible and are becoming 
more common. From 2012 to 2017, 20 percent of sales of newly built houses included a laneway 
home.28 As the name suggests, laneway homes back up to an alley, allowing residents to come and 
go without passing the principal residence.

Vancouver regulates laneway homes more strictly than secondary suites. The city’s dimensional 
limits scale with the width of the lot, and it caps height at 1.5 stories. Parcels narrower than the 
city norm and those on which the principal dwelling is large and set back from the street, includ-
ing most Vancouver Specials, cannot have a laneway home.29

Although Durham’s or Gainesville’s hands-off approach is best for cities where ADUs are relatively 
new, Vancouver’s guided permissiveness is informed by extensive local experience identifying 

Figure 4. Laneway Homes in Vancouver

Source: Bryn Davidson, Lanefab. Used with permission.
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what works in its own context. Cities looking to follow Vancouver’s regulatory approach should 
do so by analogy rather than direct imitation. Like Vancouver’s planners, they should tolerate 
early experimentation, carefully listen to builders and ADU residents, and promote models that 
have proved successful.

FURTHER RESOURCES
A clear and permissive ADU ordinance is only one of the ingredients necessary for a healthy ADU 
construction rate. We recommend the following resources to better understand the private sector, 
outreach, and process aspects of an environment conducive to ADU growth:

• AARP, Accessory Dwelling Units Model State Act and Local Ordinance, 2021.

• ADU Best Practices Webinar Series, Casita Coalition (California).

• ADUniverse (website), City of Seattle.

• Christina Stacy et al., “Designing Accessory Dwelling Unit Regulations: Recommendations for 
the City of Alexandria, Virginia” (report, Urban Institute, Washington, DC, November 2020).

• City of Vancouver, Laneway Housing How-To Guide, November 2016, https://vancouver 
.ca/files/cov/laneway-housing-howto-guide.pdf.

• City of Vancouver, Looking to Create a Secondary Suite in Your Home?, 2019, https:// 
vancouver.ca/files/cov/secondary-suite-how-to-guide.pdf.

• Karen Chapple et al., “Jumpstarting the Market for Accessory Dwelling Units: Lessons 
Learned from Portland, Seattle, and Vancouver” (report, Urban Land Institute San 
Francisco, 2017).

• Karen Chapple et al., “Reaching California’s ADU Potential: Progress to Date and the Need 
for ADU Finance” (report, Terner Center for Housing Innovation and Center for Com-
munity Innovation, UC Berkeley, August 2020).

• Kol Peterson, Backdoor Revolution: The Definitive Guide to ADU Development (Portland, 
OR: Accessory Dwelling Strategies, 2018).

CONCLUSION
ADUs may be the most context-dependent form of housing. The “Vancouver Special” basement 
apartment, Los Angeles garage conversion, and Fayetteville modular unit all depend on a preex-
isting development pattern with enough space to add an ADU.

Most of the model ADU ordinances promoted in this policy brief are of very recent vintage, reflect-
ing the rapid acceptance of ADUs.30 By 2030, cities and researchers may know much more about 
what works best in various contexts.

https://vancouver.ca/files/cov/laneway-housing-howto-guide.pdf
https://vancouver.ca/files/cov/laneway-housing-howto-guide.pdf
https://vancouver.ca/files/cov/secondary-suite-how-to-guide.pdf
https://vancouver.ca/files/cov/secondary-suite-how-to-guide.pdf
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Given these unknowns, the approach taken by Gainesville and Somerville, cities with few exist-
ing ADUs, is admirable: first they removed most restrictions, and now they can respond to their 
residents’ creativity and initiative with resources or regulatory tweaks that promote the most 
successful local forms and that address unforeseen problems if any arise.
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1. FROG stands for “finished room over garage.” Like many terms, this encompasses rooms with and without separate 

cooking and bathroom facilities, the latter of which are not ADUs.

2. Portland, Oregon, and Seattle, Washington, also have top-tier ADU ordinances; they are not included because of space 
considerations. Austin, Texas, an early ADU hot spot, is another southern college town. Travis Hulse studied one less-
successful college town ADU program in depth. See Travis M. Hulse, “Use of Accessory Dwelling Units as a Housing 
Strategy: A Case Study of Lawrence, Kansas” (MCRP thesis, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, 2015).

3. In addition to personal correspondence, we have drawn from the following sources: Kol Peterson, Backdoor Revolution: 
The Definitive Guide to ADU Development (Portland, OR: Accessory Dwelling Strategies, 2018); “The Case for Killing the 
Owner-Occupancy Policy on Backyard Cottages,” FIX Impact Development, accessed March 31, 2021, https://www 
.fiximpactdev.com/backyard-cottage-adu-owner-occupancy/; Alan Naditz, “The ADU Equation,” Green Builder, June 
18, 2019; Martin John Brown, “Will Short Term Rentals Actually Reduce Long Term Housing in Granny Flats?,” Accessory 
Dwellings, April 4, 2016; Karen Chapple et al., “Jumpstarting the Market for Accessory Dwelling Units: Lessons Learned 
from Portland, Seattle, and Vancouver” (report, Urban Land Institute San Francisco, 2017); AARP, Accessory Dwelling 
Units Model State Act and Local Ordinance, 2021.

4. Peterson, Backdoor Revolution, 138–51.

5. AARP, Accessory Dwelling Units Model State Act and Local Ordinance.

6. Aubrey Byron, “So You Want to Build an ADU?,” Strong Towns, September 20, 2018.

7. Several websites promote blueprints for modular ADUs. See Kate Reggev, “7 ADUs You Can Buy Right Now for Less 
Than $100,000,” Dwell, August 19, 2020; City of Santa Cruz, “ADU Prototype Architects,” accessed March 31, 2021, 
https://www.cityofsantacruz.com/government/city-departments/planning-and-community-development/programs 
/accessory-dwelling-unit-development-program/adu-prototype-architects.

https://www.fiximpactdev.com/backyard-cottage-adu-owner-occupancy/
https://www.fiximpactdev.com/backyard-cottage-adu-owner-occupancy/
https://www.cityofsantacruz.com/government/city-departments/planning-and-community-development/programs/accessory-dwelling-unit-development-program/adu-prototype-architects
https://www.cityofsantacruz.com/government/city-departments/planning-and-community-development/programs/accessory-dwelling-unit-development-program/adu-prototype-architects
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8. City of Durham and Durham County, “Accessory Dwelling Unit: Proposed Concept and Background Information,” July 
2018, https://durhamnc.gov/DocumentCenter/View/23568/Proposed-Concepts.

9. City of Wilmington v. Hill, 657 S.E.2d 670 (N.C. Ct. App. 2008).

10. City of Durham and Durham County, “Accessory Dwelling Unit.”

11. City of Durham, NC, Unified Development Ordinance 5.4.2 (September 3, 2019).

12. Megan Wilson, “Airbnb, Short-Term Rentals Could Face New Regulations,” KNWA, December 2, 2020.

13. City of Gainesville, FL, Ordinance No. 190988 § 6 (September 3, 2020).

14. “Park Model RVs,” RV Industry Association, accessed March 23, 2021, https://www.rvia.org/advocacy/policies/park 
-model-rvs.

15. “About HUD’s Construction and Safety Program,” Office of Manufactured Housing Programs, US Department of Hous-
ing and Urban Development, accessed March 31, 2021, https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/housing/rmra/mhs/csp 
/mfsheet.

16. Humboldt County, CA, Code title 3, div. 1, ch. 4, § 314-69.05 (accessed April 1, 2021).

17. Peterson, Backdoor Revolution, 56–60.

18. “ADU,” City of Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, accessed April 1, 2021, https://www.ladbs.org/adu.

19. Daniel Hertz, “The Illegal City of Somerville,” City Observatory, June 15, 2016.

20. City of Somerville, MA, Zoning Ordinance (December 16, 2019).

21. We could not determine whether attached ADUs are allowed in some of Buffalo’s zones. City of Buffalo, NY, Unified 
Development Ordinance (December 2016).

22. Sandy Hornick and Suzanne O’Keefe, “Reusing Industrial Loft Buildings for Housing: Experiences of New York City in 
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